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Hamas Rocket Fire is a Double War Crime
On May 10, 2021, Hamas launched an unprovoked military attack on Israel, firing seven rockets
at Jerusalem. During the next 11 days the terrorist organization fired over 4,000 rockets targeting
Israeli civilians, killing 13, injuring 300, terrorizing millions and causing millions of dollars in
damage. It did so from deep within the densely populated urban areas of Gaza, using its own
civilians as human shields. From beginning to end, Hamas is solely responsible for civilian death
and injury on both sides.
Hamas aggression triggered Israel’s right to self-defense
Article 51 of the UN Charter entitles Israel, as a UN member state, to exercise its “inherent right
of…self-defense.” As the party attacked, Israel had the right to do what was necessary to restore
its safety, including using force “reasonably necessary to discourage future armed attacks.”1 In
the words of military law experts Geoffrey Corn and Rachel Vanlandingham:
International law does not restrict Israel to a mere tit-for-tat response; rather, it is
the nature of the threat that dictates what self-defense actions are necessary and
proportional in any given scenario…2
Western governments overwhelmingly supported Israel’s right to self-defense.3
Hamas commits double war crimes
By targeting Israeli civilians and using its own civilians as human shields, Hamas rocket fire
constitutes a double war crime. “Hamas, not only deliberately attacks Israeli civilians, but
intentionally exposes its own civilians to the deadly consequences of the hostilities it provokes
itself. In truth, it is Hamas—and only Hamas—that is illegally attacking civilians.”4 Human
rights groups have condemned Hamas rockets as double war crimes.5
Hamas’ indiscriminate rocket-fire killed 13 Israelis, injured hundreds, terrorized millions and
caused millions of dollars in property damage.6 Hamas rockets that fell short in Gaza also killed
at least 16 Gaza civilians, including eight children.7 In addition to targeting residences, Hamas
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rockets targeted a hospital, meters from its emergency room,8 schools,9 and aid convoys. On May
18 and 19, Hamas mortars attacked two separate humanitarian aid convoys entering Gaza
through the Kerem Shalom crossing, injuring an Israeli soldier and disrupting delivery.10 Hamas
also turned its own civilians into human shields, operating from densely populated urban areas—
within or near residences, schools, hospitals and mosques, putting lives at risk.11
Thus, Hamas violated numerous International Humanitarian Law (IHL) rules, as codified in
Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions,12 including:
1. Article 48: Parties must “distinguish between the civilian population and combatants…”
2. Article 51(4): Prohibiting indiscriminate attacks such as where the “method or means of
combat cannot be directed at a specific military objective.”
3. Article 51(7): Civilians should not be used “to render certain points or areas immune
from military operations, in particular attempts to shield military objectives…”13
4. Article 52: “Attacks shall be limited strictly to military objectives.”
5. Article 58: Parties should “avoid locating military objectives within or near densely
populated areas.”
Israel complies with IHL
In contrast to Hamas’s cynical exploitation of civilians, the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) takes
great care—even beyond what is required by law—to avoid civilian casualties. IDF air
operations are controlled by “a cadre of very senior decision-makers with extensive experience,
training, and robust support from intelligence analysts, weaponeering experts and legal
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advisors.”14 The IDF’s International Law Department directly supervises all aerial attacks, from
choice of target to closely advising planners and commanders as the strike is executed.15
The IDF launched hundreds of precision strikes against 1,500 Hamas military targets, including
rocket stores, rocket launchers, underground terror tunnels, militants, and operational facilities.16
In many of these strikes there were no Palestinian casualties. While final casualty numbers are
not available and Hamas does not release specific data on militant deaths, the Hamas Health
Ministry said 248 Gazans were killed. Israel said it killed 200 militants.17 According to Col.
Richard Kemp, these numbers indicate that the IDF was “even more successful in minimizing
civilian casualties during this campaign than in previous engagements in Gaza.”18
Many have criticized Israel’s bombing of certain civilian structures, most prominently the Al
Jalaa media tower, which housed Associated Press and Al Jazeera offices. However, civilian
objects lose their protected status if used for military purposes.19 Israel defended its strikes on
these grounds and, in the case of the Al Jalaa building, shared data on Hamas operations in that
building with the US.20 Furthermore, as noted above, all targets chosen by the IDF must be
authorized in advance as lawful military targets by IDF lawyers.
While the knee-jerk response of many is to accuse Israel of “disproportionate” attacks, this
mischaracterizes the IHL proportionality rule. An attack is disproportionate only if the “expected
civilian casualties will be excessive in relation to the anticipated military advantage gained.”21
As IHL expert Prof. Laurie Blank has explained, this is a prospective analysis of what a
reasonable commander would have decided based on the information available at the time. It is
not an “effects-based” test that looks at casualty numbers after the fact.22 Moreover, IHL accepts
the lawfulness of some incidental civilian casualties.23
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During this conflict, Israel took many concrete steps to minimize civilian harm, including (1)
choosing an aerial campaign rather than a ground invasion, and using extremely precise missiles
capable of taking out a military target in the middle of a civilian area with minimal collateral
damage; (2) providing advanced warnings (phone calls, text messages, roof-knocking,24 etc.) to
civilians in or near the target giving them sufficient time to evacuate—a tactic documented by,
among others, UNRWA Gaza head Mathias Schmale25 and the Al Jalaa media building owner;26
and (3) aborting strikes when civilians were detected in the vicinity, as reflected in a voice
recording of IDF command control calling off a strikes at the last minute when children were
detected nearby.27
United Nations Watch urges the Council to unequivocally condemn Hamas’s unprovoked
aggression and its indiscriminate rocket-fire as a double war crime and to affirm Israel’s right to
self-defense under international law.
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